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iTunes Single "Stop the Duke" Inspired by Pensioner's
Battle With Bedford Estates.
Rebecca Klose June 26, 2015

The campaign to help Francis Devereux remain at her 72 Ridgmount dwelling
continues with the release of a scintillating new single called â€œStop the Duke"
available in iTunes and Amazon UK.

(Newswire.net -- June 26, 2015) Sydney, NEW SOUTH WALES -- The song is performed
by up and coming Jamaican rapper, Cupid X, and is dedicated to Frances and others who
have been abused and taken disadvantage of. The single is lyrically sound. It is
accompanied by the smooth richness of the violin which aptly complements the passion

and intensity of the lyrics.

 

With the stringed interplay and driving rhythms, the 'Stop the Duke' single will appeal to a wide cross-section of music
lovers. Chances are it may very well appeal to Sir Keir Stammer, QC, MP due to his love for the violin.

 

In the meantime, her supporters continue to wait for the finalized tenancy agreement for Frances. However, while they
wait, John Giltrap has become mentally frail due to his recent prostrate surgery and uncertainty over his future living
arrangements.

 

Amidst the anxiety and uncertainty, public support has snowballed for Frances' plight over the past few weeks. People
as far as Seoul, Korea have been expressing their disgust and shock about the situation. Alicia Z. said: "Ms Devereux
is clearly vulnerable and it is despicable that she should be evicted from a place where she has lived with her lifelong
friend for so long."

 

Emma C. was utterly flabbergasted by the situation. She commented, "My first physical reaction to Francis' situation
was that my stomach tightened as it does when I'm frightened...why? This could be me, maybe you, maybe someone
we love....time to speak out in support."

 

Individuals who want to help send a strong message to Bedford Estates can do so by purchasing the single which will
be launched on Independence Day, July 4th, 2015 on Amazon UK and iTunes. Profits from the sales will be used to
help fund Frances’s and John’s campaign, with any leftover funds donated to “Help the Aged.”  

 

For an exclusive preview of the single go to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fd2g4b5LVqg

 

For further information or to support the campaign, visit www.stoptheduke.com. Also to receive live updates follow
them at https://twitter.com/stoptheduke
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